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Abstract. We study quantum fields interacting by the interactions usually considered
in the theory of elementary particles. That is we take the interaction density to be a poly-
nomial P in the fields, and assume that P = Pb + Py + Pw9 where Pb is a fourth order poly-
nomial in the boson fields only, Py is linear in the boson fields and Pw is a polynomial in the
fermi fields only. After introducing a space and momentum cut-off in the interaction we
prove that the scattering operator exists for all values of the cut-off parameters. We then
introduce the scattering operators of relativistic quantum fields as weak limit points of
cut-off scattering operators as the cut-off is taken away.

I. Introduction

We consider in this paper a finite number of interacting boson and
fermion fields. We will assume that the interaction density is a real
polynomial P in the fields themselves, and that P is of the form P = Pb

+ Py + P w . Pb is a polynomial in the boson fields only, which is of fourth
order and as a polynomial of real variables Pb is bounded below. Py

is a polynomial which is linear in the boson fields and of even degrees
in the fermion fields. Pw is a polynomial of the fermion fields only, which
is of even degrees in the fermion fields. We shall refer to the three terms
in P as the boson self interaction, the Yukawa interaction and the weak
interaction respectively.

Let φ(x) by any of the fields we consider. We then define the momentum
cut-off field by

Φe(χ)= ί 9e(χ-y)Φ(y)dy (l.i)
R3

where gε(x)ε C^(R3) and converge to the ^-distribution as ε tends to zero.
We shall assume that the free energy Ho defined as a self adjoint operator
on the Fock space 3F with domain Do is such that all the free fields have
strictly positive masses. In that case we know that φε(x) is, in the boson
case a self-adjoint operator with domain containing D o , and in the fermi
case it is a bounded operator on <F. The cut-off interaction is now given
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in terms of the cut-off fields by

V= J P(φ8(x))dx, (1.2)

where P(φε(x)) is the polynomial P with the cut-off fields substituted for
the fields. Since P is at most of degree four in the boson field, and all
the masses are positive, we see that Vε r is a symmetric operator with
domain containing the domain of H%. The cut-off energy operator is then
defined by

H = H0+V. (1.3)
Let us write

Vb+Vy+Vw= J Pb(φe(x))dx+ J Py(φt(x))dx+ j Pw(φε(x))dx.
\x\£r \x\£r |x|gr

Then we know that Vw is a bounded self adjoint operator and that Vy

is a symmetric operator that is infinitesimally small with respect to Ho.
Hence Ho + Vy + Vw is a self adjoint operator with the same domain Do

as Ho. Let Pfc

+ be the sum of the strictly positive terms in the polynomial
Pb9 and set Pb =Pb- Pb

+, and

Vb

+ + Vb~= J Pb

+(φε(x))dx+ J p-(φβ(x))dx.
|JC| ^ r | jc |^r

Since Pb is a polynomial that is bounded below, it is easy to see that for any
δ > 0, δPb ± Pb~ is also bounded below. Using now that all the boson
fields commute, we get from the formula above that δ Vb ± Vb~~ is bounded
below. Therefore \Vb~\ <δ(Vb

+ +α), and since Vb~ and Vb commutes
this gives us that

(Vb-)2ύδ2(Vb

++a)2.

Hence Vb is infinitesimally small with respect to Vb . Moreover since Vb

is a positive polynomial in the boson fields, and therefore, represented as
a multiplication operator on the spectral representation corresponding to
a maximal abelian algebra containing the operators eiφε(x\ where φ
stands for any of the boson fields, we see that Vb

+ is a positive self adjoint
operator on its natural domain of definition D+.

Lemma 1. Ho and Vb are positive self adjoint operators with domain
Do and D+. H0+Vb

+ is a positive self adjoint operator on its natural
domain D = DonD+, and there exist constants a and b such that

for all ψ in D.
Moreover Vb~ + Vy + Yw is infinitesimally small with respect to Ho + Vb

and therefore H is a semibounded self adjoint operator with domain D.
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Proof. Since Pfe

+ is a polynomial of degree four with positive terms,
we see that the proof given in Ref. [1] by Glimm and Jaffe that the space
cut-off φA interaction in two space time dimensions has an energy
operator which is self adjoint on its natural domain of definition; also
will work in our case. What is needed for their proof to work is indeed
that P&

+ is at most of order four, and their proof then gives us that
Ho + Vj~ is self adjoint on D = DonD+ and the norm estimate of the
lemma. For the proof of the moreover part we have already seen that
Vy+ Vw is infinitesimally small with respect to Ho, and that Ffe~is in-
finitesimally small with respect to V^. But the norm estimate of the
lemma then gives us that Vb~ + Vy + Vw is infinitesimally small with
respect to Ho + V^. This proves the lemma.

Let w be the lower bound on the spectrum of H. A normalized
eigenvector with eigenvalue w will be called a vacuum of H.

Lemma 2. H has a vacuum vector Ω. Moreover if m is the smallest
mass and ε is positive then H restricted to the spectral interval [w,m + w — ε]
is finite dimensional.

Proof. In Ref. [1], Glimm and Jaffe prove that the space cut-off
energy operator has a vacuum. Their proof goes by approximating the
energy operator by the corresponding operator for the fields in a box.

This operator has a vacuum since it has a discreet spectrum. They then
prove that the operator restricted to the spectral interval [w,m + w — ε]
is the norm limit of the corresponding operator for the fields in a box
as the box tends to infinity. Hence the operator restricted to the interval
[w,m + w — έ] is compact being the limit of compact operators. Observing
now that we may choose w such that zero does not belong to the interval
by adding a constant to H, we see that the spectral projection of if on the
interval must be finite dimensional. By examining their proof we see
that it depends only on the fact that P is of atmost fourth order in the
boson fields. Hence the proof will also go thru in our case. For the
details we refer to Glimm and Jaffe. This proves the lemma.

Remark. Only in the case when we consider only boson fields can
we prove the uniqueness of Ω. The proof of this is again a trivial adaption
from Glimm and Jaffe.

II. The Asymptotic Limit Fields

Let φ(x) be any one of the fields under consideration, and let Jf
be the one particle space for φ(x). We known then that J f carries an
irreducible representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, of the
positive mass type. Hence J^ may be represented as a L2 space of func-
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tions from R3 into a finite-dimensional vector space V9 where V carries
an irreducible representation of So(3). The representation of So(3)
in V is of half spin for fermion fields and of integer spin for boson fields.

Since the Fock space 3F is the direct sum of properly symmetrized
tensor products of one particle spaces, we see that for h in Jf we may form
the linear operator ψ^h®ψ for ψ in #", where (x) stands for the properly
symmetrized tensor product. This operator is called the creation operator
a*(h\ and it depends obviously linearly on h. a*(h) is closed and densely
defined and its dual operator is denoted by a(h) where h is a natural
conjunction in Jf. It is easy to see that a(h) also is linear in /i, since con-
jugation is an anti-linear operation. The following properties of a*(h),
where α# stands for α* or α, are well known or easily verified. a*(h) is
closed and densely defined with domain containing D±, the domain of
H%, in the boson case. In the fermion case α#(/z) is a bounded operator.
They satisfy the (anti) commutation relations

= fe,Λ), (2.1)
and the estimates

\\a\g)a\h)xp\\SC\\g\\ \\h\\ | | ( f f o +l) v | | , (2.2)

+ l)-φ|| (2.3)

in the boson case. C depends only on the mass of the field φ.
In the fermion case we have

||ft||. (2.4)

Since a*(h) is linear in h we may formally write

a\h)= J a*(p)h(p)dp, (2.5)

where h(p) is the V valued function that represents h in the function
representation discussed above. a*(p) is then an improper multi-com-
pounded operator valued function, and only after integrated against
functions in ffl do we get operators. The field φ(x) is related to the
annihilation-creation-operators α#(p) by

φ(x) = 2-*(2π)"* f e!*x{a*{p) + a(- p)) dp . (2.6)

This gives us that

φε(x) = 2-*(2πΓ* J e*** gε(p) (α*(p) + α ( - p)) dp . (2.7)

From the last formula we see again what we already know, that φε{x) is a
self-adjoint operator with domain containing D±.
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We will now study the annihilation-creation operators in the inter-
action picture, and we set

= e~itHeitH°a$(h) e-
itH°eitH. (2.8)

Since a\ (h) is unitarily equivalent to α#(/z) we see that a\ satisfy the same
(anti) commutation relations as αtf, and that a*(h) is closed in the boson
case and bounded in the fermi case. Moreover since eίtH leaves D invariant,
and D is contained in Do which is left invariant by e~ίtHo, and D o is
contained in the domain of α#(/ί); we see that in the boson case D is
contained in the domain of a\ (h).

Using now that eίtHoa\h)e~itHo = a*(h±t), where + goes with α*
and — with a and ht = eitHoh; we may write (2.8) as

a*t(h) = e-itHa\h±t)eitH. (2.9)

Lemma 3. a](h) is a closed operator with domain containing D, and
a*(h) maps D into the domain of a*(g). The following estimates are uniform
in ί, h, g and ψeD,

\\a*t(g)at(h)ψ\\^a\\g\\\\h\\\\(H + b)ιp\\,

\\a*(h)ψ\\^a\\h\\\\(H+bfψ\\.

Moreover a\ satisfy the same (anti) commutation relations on D as do a*
on Do.

Proof. In the fermi case the lemma is trivially true due to (2.4). In the
boson case we have already seen that a*(h) is closed with domain con-
taining D. By (2.2) α#(/z)mapsD0 into the domain of a*(g). Since e~ίtH° eitH

maps D into Do, ά*(h)e~itH° eitH maps D into the domain of a*(g).
Therefore a\{\i) maps D into the domain of ά*(g) e~itHo eitH which is the
same as the domain of a\ (g). Having proved that D is in the domain of
αf(^)αf(/z) the commutation relations follows by unitary equivalence.
To prove the first estimates of the lemma, we get by (2.2) and Lemma 1

\\a*{g) α»(Λ) φ| | = \\<t{g) a\h) e-itH° eitH ψ\\

ίC\\g\\ \\h\\\\(H0+l)e-itH°eitHψ\\

= C\\g\\\\h\\\\(H0+l)eUHψ\\

ίa\\g\\ \\h\\\\(H + b)eitHψ\\

= a\\g\\\\h\\\\(H

To prove the second estimate we use (2.3) to get

8 Commun. math. Phys., Vol. 18
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Since the only term in V which is not bounded below is Vy and Vy is in-
finitesimally small with respect to Ho; we see that there exists a! and V
such that H0<a'H + b'. This together with the estimate above gives us

= a\\h

This prove the lemma.
If we introduce an orthonormal base ll9... ln in V, we may identify a

function / over R3, with an element in J^ inn canonical ways by setting
Γ(p) = f(p)K Define Λ(p) = 2~*(2πΓ* *"'**&(?), and let φ\x) be the
component of the field along Zv. (2.7) and the (anti) commutation relations
then give us

where [, ] ± is the commutator in the boson case and the anticommutator
in the fermion case.

Let J f0 be the dense subspace of Jf7 consisting of C^-functions with
compact support which is zero in a neighborhood of origin in R 3. Let h
be in 3tf0. The fact that h is C^(R3) and zero in a neighborhood of zero
together with (2.10) gives us that for any positive n

lim \t\nsup\(fiM = 0. (2.H)
|ί|->αo \x\£r

Lemma 4. Let h be in Jf0, and let [V, α*(Λf)] be the operator we get by
formally applying the commutation relations to commute V and a*(ht).
Choose b so large that —b is not in the spectrum of H. Then [V, a*(ht)~\
(H + by1 is a bounded operator which depends strongly continuous on t.
Moreover there is a constant C such that

||[V, α*(Λt)] (H + bΓ'W £ C sup|(/;, ht)\.
v,\x\^r

Proof. Since h is in Jf0 it follows from the general theory of Fourier
transform that (f*, ht) = Fv(x, t) is uniformly continuous in x and t

LV,a\ht)-]= J Fv(±x9t)P^(φa(x))dx9 (2.12)
\x\Zr

where P ( v ) is the derivative of P with respect to φv. In accordance with
the decomposition P = Pb + Py + Pw, we write P ( v ) - P ^ v ) + P^v). Since
P£° (φε(x)) is bounded we get from (2.12) that [F w , α\hj] is bounded and
normcontinuous in t. Moreover we get that || [F w , α*(Af)|| ^ C sup |Fv(x, ί)|.

v,|x|^r

This proves the lemma for Vw. If α# belongs to a boson field then P^v)(φε(x))
is a polynomial only in the fermion fields and the statements of the lemma
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for Vy follows as for Vw. If α* belongs to a fermion field, then P^^φ^x)) is
linear in the boson fields. Hence \\P{

y

v)(φε(x)) ψ\\ ̂  C \\(H0 + 1) ψ\\ for ψ in
DQ. Lemma 1 then gives us that for ψ in D \\P(

y

v)(φε(x)) ψ\\ ̂  C \\(H + b)ψ\\.
Therefore by (2.12) [Vy, a*(hj] {H + b)~ί is bounded and we get the norm
estimate of the lemma. Using the above estimate for P£v)(φε(x)) ψ and
(2.12) we see that [Fy,α*(ftf)] ψ is strongly continuous in t for ψ in D.
Hence [Vy, a*(hj] (H + b)'1 is strongly continuous in ί, and this proves
the lemma for Vy. Since the boson fields all commutes, we may use the
spectral representation with respect to the boson fields to give us that

where c depends only on the polynomial Pb and not on x. By (2.12) we
therefore get that

\tVb,a*(ht)-]\^Csup\Fv(x,t)\ f (Pb

+(φε(x))+l)dx.

Using now that the operators above commutes we get

\lVb,a*(htγ\\2SC2\\Ft\\2J J {Pb

+(φε(x))+l)dx\2.

Hence for ψ in D +

By Lemma 1 we therefore get for ψ in D that

which proves the norm estimate of the lemma for Vb. To prove the strong
continuity we see that (2.12) gives us the formula

lVb,a*(hj]-tVb,a*(hs)-]= J (Fv(±x9t)-Fv(±x,s))Pi*(φB(x))dx
\x\<r

In the same way as above this gives us that

\LVb,a\hj]-lVb,a\hM2<C2\\Ft-Fs\\2J f {Pb

+ (ΦB(x)) + 1) dxf .
L\x\<r J

And again in the same way as above this gives

\&Vb, a\ht)-\ - lVb, a*(hj] ψ\ < C\\Ft-Fs\U(H + b)*\,

which gives the strong continuity of [Vb\ a*(hj] (H + b)~x. Since V=Vb

+ Vy+Vw this completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 5. Let h be in Jίf0 and ψ in D, then

(cξ(h)- a\h))ψ= -i\ ds e~isHlVta*(h±sj]eisH ψ ,
o

where the integral is a strong integral.
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Proof. Let ψ± and ψ2 be in D. Consider the function of one variable t
given by

{ψl9 cξ{h) ψ2) = {e-itHo eitH ψl9 a\h) e~itH° eίtH ψ2). (2.13)

Consider also the function of two variables 5 and t given by

(e-isH0 eisH # ^ e-itHo eitH \

(2 14)
= (a*(h)* e~iHo eisH ψl9 e~itH° eίtH ψ2).

By Lemma 3 both functions are well defined, and for s — t (2.14) is equal
to (2.13). Since DcD0 we see that (2.14) is differentiable with respect
to s and ί, and the partial derivatives are given respectively by

(e~isHo ίVeisH ψu a*(h) e~ίtHo eitH ψ2) (2.15)
and

e~isHo eisH

 Ψί, e~itH° iV eitH xp2). (2.16)

Since eιsH xp1 is strongly continuous in the natural topology on D, it
follows from Lemma 1 that VeίsH \px is strongly continuous, and therefore
that e~ιsHo VeιsίI ψ1 is strongly continuous. Moreover since eιsIί \p± is
strongly continuous in the natural topology on D, Lemma 1 gives us
also that it is strongly continuous in the natural topology on Do. Since

e-isH0 j s strongly continuous and uniformly bounded in the natural
topology on D o , we get that e~ίsHo eίsH xpx is strongly continuous in the
natural topology on Do. By (2.3) we therefore get that a*{h)* e~isHo eisH ψ±

is strongly continuous. In this way we get that both the partial derivatives
(2.15) and (2.16) are continuous. By a theorem from real analysis we then
know that (2.13) is differentiable with derivative equal to the sum of (2.15)
and (2.16) for s = t. Hence

-^ (ψu of(Λ) ψ2) = (iVeitH ψu a*(h±t) eitH ψ2) χη)

+ (d>(h±t)*eitHψ1,iVeitHψ2).

We have introduced the operator [V, a*(hj] as the operator we get by
formally commuting V and a*(ht). Hence for φ x and φ 2 i

n ^ w e n a v e

-(a*(htrΨl,Vψ2).

Using this we may write (2.17) as

-^ (Ψu a*(h) ψ2) = - i(Ψl, e~itHlV, a*(h±t)-] eitH ψ2).
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By Lemma 4 the right hand side is continuous in f, hence

( V l , (a,(h) - a\h)) ψ2) =-i] ds(Ψί, eisHiV, α»(Λ ± J ) ] eisH ψ2).
0

But this is Lemma 5 with a weak integral instead of a strong integral.
Using now that the weak integral is equal to the strong integral whenever
it exists, and that Lemma 4 gives us that the strong integral exists; we
have completed the proof of Lemma 5.

Theorem 1. Let Jf be the one particle space of one of the fields and
a*(h), h in Jf, the corresponding annihilation — creation operators. For xpeD
and h in ffl, a\(h) ψ converge strongly as t tends to ± oo. The limit operators
are closable and we denote their closure by α+ (h). α* (h) and a± (h) are then
adjoints of each other. The domain of a%(h) contains the domain of
(H + bψ, and a% (h) maps D into the domain of a\ (g). There are constants
a and b such that

\\a±{h)ψ\\^\\h\\\\{h + b)*\\9

\\a*±(g)a*±(h)ψ\\S\\g\\\\h\\\\(H

in the boson case; and ||α±(ft)|| ^ \\h\\ in the fermion case. Moreover, a%(h)
satisfy the same commutation relations on D as do α#(/ι) on Do in the
boson case. In the fermion case a%(h) satisfy the same antίcommutation
relations as α#(/z). Furthermore H and α+(/z) satisfy the same commutation
relations as do Ho and a*(h) in the sense that

eitH a%(h) e~itH = a%(ht).

If Φ is an eigenvector of H. Then a±(h)Φ = 0 for any of the limit annihila-
tion operators a±(h).

Proof. Let us first assume that h is in J»f0. From Lemma 5 we then get
that the convergence of αf (h) ψ is implied by the convergence of the
following integral

} WίV9 a\hj] (H + by1 eίsH(H + b) ψ\\ ds .
o

By Lemma 4 this integral is bounded by

which by (2.11) converge as t tends to infinity. Hence a*(h) ψ converge for
all hinJ^Q. Since jf0 is dense in ̂ f and by Lemma 3 af(h) ψ is uniformly
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bounded in ft, we get by uniform boundedness that cξ(h)ψ converge for
all ft in ̂ f. To see that the limit operators are closable we consider for ψx

and ψ2 i*
1 D the identity

(a*(h) ψl9 ψ2) = (ψl9 at(h) ψ2).

By strong convergence this gives us that

( lim a*(h)ψl9ψ2) = (ψl9 lim at(h)ψ2).
ί->±oo ί->±oo

Hence lim af(ft) has a densely defined adjoint and is therefore closable.
t->±oo

Denoting the closure by a% (ft), we also get from the identity above that
a%(h) and a(h) are adjoints. From Lemma 3 and the strong convergence
we get that \\a%(h)ψ\\ <; ||ft|| \\(H + b)*ψ\\ f ° r ψ in D. Using now that
a + (ft) is a closed operator this gives us that the domain of ά+ (ft) contains
the domain of (H + bf and that the same estimate is valid for ψ in the
domain of {H + bf. Let ψx and ψ2 be in D. Then (ψί, a*(g)a*(h)ψ2)
= {d!(g)*Ψi> a\(h) ψ2) converge to (a\ (g)*ψl9 a% (h) ψ2). By Lemma 3

;il0llllΛ|| | lv>illll(ff + &)v>2ll.
hence

\(a*±(grΨl,a°±(h)ψ2)\S\\g\\ \\h\\ \\Ψί\\ \\(H + b)ψ2\\

But this implies that a + (h) ψ2 is in the domain of α+ {g\ and that

\\al{g)a\{h)ψ2\\Sa\\g\\\\h\\\\{H

That ||α+(/z)|| S \\h\\ in the fermion case follows by strong convergence
from ||α?(Λ)|| ^ ||ft||. The anticommutation relations in the fermion case
follows by strong convergence and uniform boundedness from the anti-
commutation relations for a\(h). In the boson case we have proved for ψγ

and ψ2 in D that (ψι,a*(g)at(h)ψ2) = (($(g)*ψl9a!t(h)ψ2) converge to
(4{gf ψl9 a*±(h) ψ2) = (ψl9 a\(g) a\(h) tp2). Hence (ψu [a*t{g\ α*(ft)] ψ2)
converge to (ψί9 [a + (g\ a% (ft)] ψ2). This proves the commutation rela-
tions in the boson case. To prove the furthermore part of the theorem we
observe that since e~ίtH leaves D invariant, we have for ψ in D that

Taking the strong limit as 5 tends to infinity we get the two identities of
the theorem.

Let λ be the eigenvalue of Φ. Then at(h) φ = e~it{H~λ) a(h.t) Φ and
||αf(ft)Φ|| = ||fl(ft_f)Φ||. Since Φ is an eigenvector of H it is in DcD0.
Therefore it is enough to prove that a(ht) converge strongly to zero on
Do. By the estimate \\a(h) ψ\\ ̂  C||ft|| | |(JΪ0 + 1) y>|| it is enough to prove
that a(ht) ψ tends strongly to zero for ft in a dense set in ̂ f and ψ spending
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a dense set in Do. So let h be in f̂0 and set ψ = a*(hx)... α*(/zπ) v>o> where
hi9i=l9n, is in f̂0 and ψ 0 contains no J-f particle. From the (anti)
commutation relations of α#(/z) we then see that ||α(/z_f) tp|| tends to zero
faster than any inverse power of |ί|. This prove the theorem.

III. The Asymptotic States and the Scattering Matrix

In Section 1 we saw that there existed a vacuum state Ω of H. Since
Ω is an eigenvector for H it follows from Theorem 1 that P is annihilated
by all asymptotic annihilation operators a±(h). We now prove the
following lemma.

Lemma 6. a% (h) and a+ (h) have the same domain of definition.

Moreover for any n and any hl9 ...9hn;Ωίsin the domain of #* (Jii)... a% (/zw).

Proof. From Theorem 1 we see that α+ (h) are closable on D. Hence
the domain of a%(h) is the closure of D with respect to the norm
l(ψ, (α+(/z)* a%(h)+ l)ψ)γ. The commutation relations in Theorem 1,
now gives us that the norm defining the domain of a% (h) is equivalent to
the norm defining the domain of a+(h). Hence a%(h) and a±(h) have the
same domain. Suppose that Ω is in the domain of a% (h^ ... a% (hn_ ^ by
Theorem 1 we know that this is true for n = 3; and let ^^~X) be the
smallest closed subspace containing α+(/ίi)... a\{hn_^Ω. From the
cummation relations of H and a% (h) we see that # ? " υ reduces H, hence
β π ^ oi-υ is dense in ^~1\ Therefore a±(h) is_densely defined in
J^""" 1^ and from the commutation relations for a+(h) and a%(ht) we see
that a+(h) is uniformly bounded on ^~ί). This gives us that ^ ' ^ is
contained in the domain of a% (h). This proves the lemma. Set now

n=0

It follows from the commutation relations for α+ (h) that the sum above
is a direct sum. In fact $F± is the Fock space constructed with a\(h)
as annihilation creation operators and Ω as vacuum. We have therefore a
natural identification of # + with J^ given by the "wave" operators:

W± fl ίftj ... a*(hn) Ωo = α*± (Λx)... a% (hn) Ω (3.2)

where Ωo is the Fock vacuum. It is natural to identify a% (h^ ... a% (hn) Ω
with the outdoing (incoming) rc-particle state with the momentum
distribution given by hί9..., hn.

The scattering amplitude for the cut-off interaction for n incoming
particles with momentum distribution gί9 ...,gn, and m outgoing particles
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with momentum distribution h1, ...,hm is then given by

(α* (gi)... a% (gn) Ω, at(h±)... α* ( Λ J Ω) (3.3)

which by (3.2) is equal to

(WίW+a*^)... a*(gn) Ωθ9 α * ^ ) . . . a*(hj β 0). (3.4)

Hence we get that the scattering matrix for the cut-off interaction is
given by

S=W*W+. (3.5)

Since W+ are isometries we see that ||S|| < 1, and it follows from the
commutation relations for H and a% (h) that

[S,tfo] = 0, (3.6)

S is unitary if and only if # + = $F_.
Let us now find the perturbation series for S. We shall assume that

all the fields involved are fermion fields. This assumption makes the
annihilation-creation operators as well as V bounded. Let A be any
polynomial in the a\h), and set Λt = e~ίtH eitHo Ae~itHo eitH, From
Theorem 1 we then get that At converge strongly (the convergence is
in fact in norm since we have only fermion fields) to A+ as ί tends to
+ oo, where A+ is the same polynomial in a\(h) as A is in α*(/ι). Due to
the fact that all operators involved are bounded, we can easily prove
the following formula, corresponding to the formula in Lemma 5.

t

At = A-i\ds e~ίsIί eisH° [F(s), A] e~isHo eisH , (3.7)
o

where V(s) = e~isHo VeίsHo. By iteration we get

A = Σ ( ~ 0 M f f \V{tX ..., [ V i t a A] ...-jdt, . . . d t n . (3.8)
n = 0 0 < ί n < < ί i < ί

Where the sum is norm convergent. (3.8) may also be written
t

i$adV(s)ds

At = Te° A, (3.9)

where T is the time ordering and (αdV)A = [V, A]. From (3.7) and
Theorem 1 we get

+ = A.-i J dse-"Be?'Bo[y(s\A]e-"BoJ'H, (3.10)
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where the integral is strongly convergent. (3.7) and Theorem 1 also gives
us that

t = A_-i j dse~isHeisHo[V(s\A]e-isHQeisH. (3.11)

where the integral again is strongly convergent. By combining (3.10) and
(3.11) we get

00

At = A_-i J dse~isH {eisH°

1 ds ]
— 0 0 — oo

From Theorem 1 we have that

{eisH° [V{s\A~] e-"Ho}_=eisH {[F(5), ^]}_ eisIί,

hence we get

A+=A--i f ds\V_(s\A_-\

+ {-if]ds ] dσe~iσHeiσHo[V(σl \_V{s\ A~\\e-iσIί° eiσH .
oo — oo

By iteration we get the formula

ί-ί {vΛt,y-.\vΛh),AJ]...-\dh...dtn

f ί e~iH eiσH° [V{σ), \_V(tN),... [V(tl), A\ ...
σ<tN^ ^ti

eίσH°e-ίσHdσdtί...dtN

 ( 3

Σ
n = 0

where the integrals are strongly convergent and F_(s) is V(s) with αΐ_
substituted for αfl.

This gives us perturbation series which express A+ as a function of A_

This may also be written shortly as

-i $ adV-(t)dt

(3.14)
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From the scattering amplitude (3.3) we get then the perturbation series
given by

(α* (gj ... a* (gn) Ω9 at (hj ... at (hj Ω) (3.15)

where a%{g^... a% (gj is given by

Using now that W- given in (3.2) is an isometry we get that (3.15) is
equal to

Σ ( - 0 " ί-ί (lV(tn),...\_V(t1),a*(g1)...a*{gn)-]...-]Ω0,

a*(ht)...a*(hJΩ0) dt±...dtn9

which we may write short as
oo

-i ί adV(t)dt

(Te "» •α*(9l)...α*(gn)Ω0,α*(h1)...α*(hm)Ω0). (3.17)

(3.16) or (3.17) is then the perturbation series for the scattering matrix,
and we see that it differs from the usual perturbation series for the
scattering matrix in quantum mechanics, in as much as it involves ad V
instead of V.

Lemma 7. // V is linear in the fields then S = 1.

Proof. From (3.10) we see that a\ (h) and α i (h) differs by a constant.
But since a+(h) Ω = a_(h) Ω = 0, we see that the constant must be zero.
From (3.2) we then get that W+ = W_. Since W± are isometries we get
from (3.5) that S=ί. (3.10) was derived only for fermion interactions, but
it follows immediately from Theorem 1 that for A = ά*(h) it holds also for
general interactions. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 8. Let β be any positive real number. Let φ(x) be one of the
fields and let J f be the corresponding one particle space. Then there is a
dense subspace J^β of Jf such that for any h in 3ti?β

where C may depend on h.

Proof. For simplicity we shall assume that φ(x) is a scalar field, the
proof for the other cases are almost the same. Then

, a*(hj] = const. J e

ίωip)t + ίxp h(p) dp
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and

ω

Set hn(p)=- -^—-7r, with λ^m. Since the Fourier transform of
(p-g) +λ2

is a constant times-—-e~λ^ it is different from zero almost
\\

everywhere. Hence the translates of —^—ry- spends a dense set in L2(R3).
p -\- λ

(3.18)

p + λ

everyw

Therefore hg(p) spends a dense set iJt?. Set

and p = (Pi,p2?P3) Then the integrand is analytic in px for
By deforming the path of integration over pt by an ik where \k\ < m, we
see that

|/(x,ί) |^Ce-** 1 . (3.19)

Let now Ua be the homogeneous Lorentz transformation which takes
1 / 1\ 1 / 1

xλ into — α H \x1 + — (α — τ ^ ) t 9 x 2 mto x2, *3 i n t o X3 a n ( 3 ̂  m t o

—-1 α Xi + — I α H ί. If we in (3.18) substitute UΛn for /ιfl we see
2 \ α/ 2 \ α/ ff *
that (3.19) will become

If k, xx and a is positive we get that

\f(x,t)\SCe-^«-τ)<. (3.20)

Let Ur be the translation by r in the x1 direction, and let U=UrUa.
If we substitute Uhg for /^ in (3.18) we see from (3.20) that we get

sup | / (x , f ) |<CέΓ* ( β -- ) f . (3.21)

Since U is a unitary operator in J f it maps a dense linear subspace onto
a dense linear subspace. Hence Uhg spend a dense linear subspace.

fc / 1 \
Choosing α such t h a t — α =/? we see that the lemma is proved.

Theorem 2. //" α/Z the fields are fermίon fields, and if we write the
interaction as λ V, with the perturbation parameter λ. Then for any positive
α there is a dense subspace 34fa of the one particle space 34?, such that for
h in Jfa9a%(h) is a norm analytic function of λ for λ in the disc \λ\ < α.
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Proof. From (3.8) we get that the expansion of a%(h) in powers of λ
is given by

00

a%(h)= ΣΛ M (-O n f f \y{tχ...[V{t1\a\h)~\...~\dt1...dtn, (3.22)

and we shall see that the sum is norm convergent. We know that \\V\\< α,
and from Lemma 8 there is a dense subspace j ^ β of 3rif such that for h in
2tfβ91| \_V(t\ a*(h)~\\\ ^ b e~β\ where β may be any positive number. Hence
we get that the coefficient of λn in (3.22) is in norm bounded by

b 12a

ί (n-l)l β\β

So if 2a-— is smaller than 1 we see that the sum in (3.22) is norm con-
β

vergent for λ<oc. This proves the theorem.

Theorem 3. If all the fields are fermίon fields then there is a dense
subspace of 3F and a positive λ0 such that for ψ1 and ψ2 in the dense
subspace we have that (ψχ,Sψ2) is analytic in λ for λ in the disc \λ\ S Λ)
The series expansion for {ψχ9Sψ2) is given by (3.16) with XV substituted
for V.

Proof. By (3.3) the scattering matrix is given by (Ω, a+(gχ)...
... a+ (#n) α* (/ιx)... at (hm) Ω). By Theorem 2 there is a subspace Jfα such
that if all gl9 ...9gn9 hu ..., hm is in J«fα then the operator is analytic.
Hence the question is only if Ω depends analytic on λ. Since V is bounded
we know from regular perturbation theory that Ω is analytic in λ for
|A| ^ λ0. Hence iϊψ1 and ψ2 is of the form A*Ω0 where A* is a polynomial
in a*(h) with h in J ^ , we see that (ψl9Sψ2) is analytic in λ for \λ\ ^ Ao.
Since it is analytic it is obvious that (3.16) is the series expansion. This
proves the theorem.

We may also use the asymptotic annihilation-creation operators to
get a description of the spectrum of H. Let V+ be the subspace annihilated
by all a+(h). V+ and V^ are closed subspaces since a+(h) are closed
operators, and due to the commutation relations between H and α+ (h)
we see that V± are invariant subspaces for H. a% (h) and a± (h) have the
same domain, since a+ (/z)* = a% (h) so that

a± (h) a± (h) = a± (h) a± (h)* - (Λ, h) = a% (Λ)* a% (h) - (A, h).

Therefore V± is in the domain of a% (h\ and let V+ be the closed subspaces
generated by a% (h) V+. From the (anti) commutation relations for a% (h)
we see that F+ are in the domain of a+ (h) hence by the previous argument
in the domain of a% (h) and we may take V\ to be the closed subspace
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generated by a% (h) V+. In the same way we construct V+,.... That F+
is orthogonal to V+ for n#=m follows from the (anti) commutation
relations for a%(h). That V± and V+ are invariant subspaces for H
follows from the commutation relations between α+ (h) and H. To see that

(3.23)

where we have put V+ = V±9 we observe that V+ is exactly the set of
vectors in ^ annihilated by all operators of the form a±{hx)... a+ (hn+ ±).
On the other hand due to the commutation relations between H and
a+ (h) we see that any vector belonging to a finite spectral interval for H
will be annihilated by a±{h^)... a±(hn+1) for n large enough. Hence

00

Σ V± is dense in <F and since it is closed we get (3.23).

Theorem 4. 3F may be decomposed as a tensor product SF = βF± (x) V+,
where V+ are invariant subspaces for H containing the vacuum Ω, and
#+(x)Ω are the subspaces of incoming and outgoing particles. If w is
eigenvalue for Ω then in the interval [w, m>, where m is the lowest mass,
H has only eigenvalues each of which is of finite multiplicity. Relative to
the tensor decomposition ^ = ^±®V±, H has the form H = Ho® 1 + 1
0H+, where Ho is the free Hamiltonian operating in # + and H± is the
restriction of H to V+.

The proof of this theorem is already contained in what we have said.
For more details see Ref. [2].

To obtain a scattering theory for a relativistic invariant interaction
we now observe that for the cut-off theory ||S|| <£ 1 and [Ho, 5] = 0 for
all polynomials P and for all values of the cut-off parameters. Let S(P, ε, r)
be the scattering operator for the interaction P and cut-off parameters ε
and r. Let Pε be a polynomial of the same type as P but the coefficients
in Pε will depend on ε. (Pε is the renormalized polynomial.) Let εn go to
zero and rn to infinity. Since the sequence Sn = S(PEn, επ, rn) satisfy | |SJ ^ 1
and [#o? ^ J = 0, we may use weak compactness of the unite sphere in ^
to find a subsequence επ>, such that Sn> converge weakly to S. Due to
the weak convergence we have that ||S|| ^ 1 and that [Ho,S] = 0. We
will call S a scattering operator associated with the interaction density
P(φ(x)). For any polynomial P we see that there always exists an associated
scattering operator S, although as we have seen S will depend on the
renormalization Pε, and we may expect that unless the renormaliza-
tion Pε is properly chosen the limit S will be trivial. From (3.16) we get
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the following formal perturbation series for S.

a*(h1)...ά*(hJΩ0)dx1...dxn

where the integrations are in R4 and φ(x) is the free field at the time
point x. We see that this perturbation series is difference from the one
usually given in quantum field theory.
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